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The purpose of this paper is to show that if T is a bounded linear operator on 
a complex Hilbert space, whose spectrum can be “sufficiently divided” (this class of 
operators includes spectral operators and operators with totally disconnected spec- 
trum), then T may be decomposed into the sum of a normal operator and a 
quasiniipotent operator. This generalizes Schur’s lemma, which guarantees that any 
complex n x n matrix may be put into upper triangular form. Furthermore, a 
generalization of the decomposition of a Riesz operator into the sum of a compact 
normal operator and a quasinilpotent given by T. T. West (Proc. London Math. 
Sot. (3) 16 (1966), 131-140) is obtained. R 1990 Academic press, IX 
A well-known fact from linear algebra is the following: 
SCHUR’S LEMMA. Let A : 67 + 67’ be a linear transformation. There 
exists an orthonormal basis A for 67’ such that the matrix.for A with respect 
to A is upper triangular. 
While this is not true for every bounded linear operator on an infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space X (this would imply that every operator has an 
eigenvalue), we may obtain a generalization if we consider Schur’s result as 
follows: decompose the matrix for A into the sum of its diagonal part and 
its nilpotent part. More specifically, if T is a bounded linear operator on 
X whose spectrum can be “sufficiently divided” (we will call such a T a 
finitely spectral operator) then T can be written as a sum T = N + Q, where 
N is normal and Q is quasinilpotent (i.e., c(Q), the spectrum of Q, is (0 I), 
and this decomposition puts T into an upper “block” triangular form. If T 
has totally disconnected spectrum then such a decomposition is possible. 
* The following results are part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis at SUNY Buffalo, September, 
1987. 
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In this paper, we also generalize the West decomposition of a Riesz 
operator [16, 171. One may define a Riesz operator on J? as follows: let 
X(Z) denote the ideal of compact operators on Z with n: &9(X) -+ 
&9(X)/X(%‘) the canonical quotient map. Define T to be a Riesz operator 
if cr(n(T)) = (0) (this is A. F. Ruston’s characterization [14]). Equiv- 
alently, a Riesz operator is one whose nonzero spectrum cosists of at most 
a sequence of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity converging to zero. T. T. 
West proves that a Riesz operator T may be written as T = Q + K, where 
Q is quasinilpotent and KEX(S?) [16, 171. M. R. F. Smyth [lS] uses the 
Ruston characterization to define a Riesz element of a Banach algebra U 
with respect to a given closed 2-sided ideal Cs. In the case where 3 is 
generated by algebraic elements of U, he shows that any Riesz element can 
be decomposed into the sum of a quasinilpotent and an element of 3. 
This paper contains the following result. Let U be a C*-algebra and let 
3 be any closed 2-sided ideal in U. If TE U is a Riesz element relative to 
3 whose spectrum is totally disconnected, then T= N+ Q, where Q is 
quasinilpotent and N is a (normal) element of 3. 
I. NOTATION AND ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
Notation. Throughout this discourse, let X and X denote complex 
Hilbert spaces. Let G@(Y?, .X) be the algebra of all bounded linear transfor- 
mations from ~9 into X and set a(X) = .9(X, X’). For TE.?~(&‘), let 
a(T) denote the spectrum of T, r(T) the spectral radius of T, and rp( T) the 
self-adjoint range projection of T. 
DEFINITION. If 8, X2 are closed subspaces of &‘, write X = & i X2 
(nonorthogonal direct sum) if Z = Xi + X2 (as vector spaces) and 
4 n X2 = (0). Similarly if &, . . . . Xn are closed subspaces of Z’ then write 
X=ylO,i- . . . -FXn if X=X,+ . . . +yi”, and qn(Cizi&)={O}, for 
j= 1, . . . . n. In this case since each vector x in 2 has a unique decomposi- 
tion x = C xi, x, E Y& we will denote x by the row vector (x1, . . . . x,) or the 
corresponding column vector as is convenient. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let .X = 6 i Hz. Assume A E@(&), CE~(%~), 
TE S?(X), and assume B is a linear transformation from S2 to q, so that 
T= 
A B [ 1 0 C’ 
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Then 
(1) if A is invertible, then T is invertible o C is invertible, 
(2) if C is invertible, then T is invertible o A is invertible. 
Proof. (1) It is an easy exercise to show that T is one-to-one and onto 
if and only if C is also, and the Banach Inversion Theorem guarantees that 
the inverses are bounded. The proof of (2) is similar. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let T, A, B, C he as in Proposition 1. Let S he any 
subset of @. 
(1) Jfo(A)cS, then 
Q(T)ES~~(C)ES. 
(2) [f c(C) G S, [hen 
Proof This clearly follows from Proposition 1. i 
COROLLARY 2. For T, A, B, C as in Proposition 1, o(T) E: a(A) u a(C). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 2 = %I -i- . . . -i- 2” and let A,1 A,, ...A,, T= OA,, i L 1 . . . , . : 0 .I. 0 A,, 
where TE 99(X) and A, E 9?(,$, z). Then a(T) c U;= , a( A,, ). 
ProofI This follows by induction from Corollary 2 after first noting 
that ;X; + ... + q is closed and the corresponding jx j matrix defines a 
bounded linear operator. i 
PROPOSITION 3. Let TE S?(X) have block upper triangular form 
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with respect to the orthogonal decomposition J? = % @ . . . @ Sn. Then 
r(T) =,=yxn r(Aj). 
1 . . . 
Proof Since a(T) G ur= I a(Aj) (Proposition 2), we obtain r(T) ,< 
maXi = 1, ___, n r(AJ 
To show the opposite inequality, we will show that r(T) 2 r(Aj) for 
j= 1, . ..) n. To this end, observe that the diagonal entries of T” are 
4, > AZ and so we obtain I( T”(I 3 IjAJ?II and the spectral radius formula 
completes the proof. 1 
It has been noted by the referee that Proposition 3 is true even when the 
decomposition is nonorthogonal. In this case, there would be a constant 
k > 0 such that k )I T”IJ 3 IjAy 11 and the spectral radius formula would 
fmish the proof. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 3, A, T= 0 A,. * I 1 . * .. 0 ... 0 A,, 
is quasinilpotent $and only if each Ai is quasinilpotent. 
II. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULT 
DEFINITION. Let X be a nonempty compact subset of C. Let A be an 
algebra of subsets of X (i.e., A? is closed under finite unions and com- 
plementation and contains X). Then A%’ is said to divide X if for each E > 0 
there are X,, . . . . A’,, E .A! with X= lJJ’= , Xj and diam(Xj) G E for all j. 
By using a standard argument from measure theory, we may assume the 
Xi’s are pairwise disjoint. Note also that for YE A!, E > 0, there exist 
Y 1, -.*, Y,, disjoint with YieA?, diam( Yj) GE, and Y = Uy=, Y, (if 
X= UT= i Xi, just let Yj = Y n Xj). In this case (assuming Yj # a) the set 
G = { Y,, . . . . Y,,} is called a partition of Y of mesh GE. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a nonempty compact subset of C and let .M be 
an algebra of sets which divides X. There exists a sequence of partitions of 
X, G, = {X;, . . . . Xi”} such that: 
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(1) mesh( G,) < l/n, 
(2) G,+I refines G, in the sense that for each X,: + ’ E G, + , , there is 
(a unique) i such that X:+’ EX~ (so Xl= Ux”+lcx; X,?+l). 
ProoJ Since A divides X, there is a partition of A’, G, = (A’:, . . . . XLi ) 
of mesh & 1. Having defined Gr, . . . . G, we define G,, , as follows: consider 
G, = {XT, . . . . &!}. For each i E ( 1, . . . . k,}, choose /?, = ( Yi , . . . . Yi,}, a 
partition of X7, with mesh < l/(n + 1). Set G,, , = IJ::, pi to obtain the 
desired partition of X. i 
The following definition is due to Dunford [I 5, XV.2.11. 
DEFINITION. Let A’ be an algebra of subsets of XC C. Let 
F: ,M --+ &?(%) be a function. F is called a (&itely additive) spectral 
measure if: 
(1) for each YE: A, F( Y) is an idempotent, 
(2) for Y,, . . . . Y, E A pairwise disjoint, F( U;=, Y,) = xJT= 1 F( Y,), 
(3) E(Y, n Y2)==F(Y1)F(YZ) (=F(Y,)F(Y,), since Y, n Yz= 
Y? f-l y, ), 
(4) F(X) = I, the identity operator on A?. 
(fn short, F is a homomorphism from the Boolean algebra A into 39(%‘).) 
Observe that several facts follow immediately, for each Y and Z in .A!. 
(i) If YcZ, then FIEFS. 
(ii) F(a) = 0. 
(iii) If Y c_ Z then F(Z\, Y) = F(Z) - F( Y). 
(iv) F(YuZ)=F(Y)+F(Z)-F(YnZ). 
DEFINITION. Let TES?(&). T is said to be a finitely spectral operator if 
there is an algebra A! which divides a(T) and a spectral measure 
F: .A! +9?(z) such that: 
(1) F(Y)T=TF(Y) for all YEA!, 
(2) o(TI m-)&E IT 
In this case F is called a finite resolution of the identity for T. 
EXAMPLE 1. If T is any spectral operator (for a definition, see 
[S, XV.2.51) then T is finitely spectral. Indeed, the countably additive 
resolution of the identity F defined on the algebra ,X of Bore1 sets of a(T) 
satisfies our definition. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let TE$?(%) be such that o(T) is totally disconnected, 
then T is finitely spectral. If J? is the algebra of clopen subsets of o(T) 
(i.e., those subsets which are both open and closed), then by [18, 
Theorem 29.15 J, J&Z divides c(T). The characteristic function 2 y of Y, 
Y 8 & may be extended to a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of 
o( 7). Thus we may apply the Riesz Functional Calculus [4, p. 2061; for 
each YE J%‘, define F(Y) = x y( T). F is clearly a finitely additive spectral 
measure and F(Y) T= P’(Y) for all YE J&‘. It is left to show that 
4Tl F(YjH) E P= r; but this is an easy exercise, given in Conway [4, 
p. 210-j. 
EXAMPLE 3. The fact that there are finitely spectral operators which are 
not spectral operators is illustrated by the following example. Let Zk = @* 
and define Tk E a(&) by 
1/2k 0 
Tk = 
(,,h- l,‘k2)/(4-t (2/k)) 1/(2k+ 1) ’ 1 
k = 1, 2, . . . . Considering Tk as an element of C4, one sees 
lim Tk=[;,4 :] 
k-+m 
in the usual norm on C4. But all norms on C4 are equivalent, so { Tk} also 
converges to this matrix in the operator norm. Hence supk \lTk\\ < 00, and 
T= Ck @ Tk defines a bounded operator on S = Ck @ s$. One can show 
directly that tr( T) = {l/n ) ,“E 2, so by Example 2, T is a finitely spectral 
operator. However, T is not a spectral operator. To see this, let En be the 
spectral idempotent for l/n, n = 2, 3, . . . . By [S, XV.5.11, in order for T to be 
a spectral operator, (E,) must be uniformly bounded in norm. However, 
this is not the case; in fact, { TE,,) is not even uniformly bounded. Using 
the fact that 
,/h-l/k2- 
4 + 2/k -(,bk2-U(&&) 
one can show that the vector xZk = (0, . . . . 0, l/&i k2, 1 - l/fi k2, 0, . ..) 
with l/fi k2 in the (2k - 1 )st position is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue 
1/2k of T. Similarly, the vector xZk + , = (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . ..) with 1 in the (2k)th 
position is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1/(2k + 1). Also 
llk2h + I - x2k)ii = 1. 
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Now consider 
TE 2k+ 1(k2b*,+ 1 - x2/t)) = k’T=%, + ,(xx + I - -ok) 
=k2Th+ 1) 
Thus II T&k +I 1) B k2/(2k + 1) and { TE,,, ,} is unbounded. 
It should be remarked that a similar example is used by T. A. Gillespie 
and T. T. West in [7, Sect. 33 to construct a Riesz operator which cannot 
be decomposed into the sum of a quasinilpotent operator and a compact 
operator which commute. 
EXAMPLE 4. The unilateral shift is not finitely spectral. Let X be a 
separable Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {e, , eZ, . ..}. The shift S is 
defined by Se,=e,+,, j= 1, 2, . . . . Considering S as multiplication by z on 
the space H2( T), one can show that S restricted to any nonzero invariant 
subspace is a nonunitary isometry and thus has spectrum equal to the 
closed unit disk by the Wold decomposition theorem [9, p. 74). Hence S 
cannot have a finite resolution of the identity and cannot be finitely 
spectral. 
We are now ready to state and prove the main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a finitely spectral operator. Then T= N + Q, 
where N is normal, Q is quasinilpotent, and a(N) = a(T). Also QN, NQ, and 
NQ - QN are quasinilpotent. Furthermore there is a countable nest of self- 
adjoint projections M = { Pz} a E r with the following properties: 
( 1) each P, reduces N and is invariant under Q, 
(2) the operator N is in the C*-algebra generated by JV, 
(3) the nest Jf separates a(T) in the sense that given any J., us o(T), 
there exists a P, such that u(T) r,,*) contains exactly one of (2, uj. 
Proof. Let ,M be an algebra of subsets which divides o(T) and let 
F: .,&! --) &I(X) be a finite resolution of the identity for T. By Section II, 
Proposition 1, there is a sequence of partitions G, = {X;, .,., Xzn ) of o(T) 
such that mesh G, < l/n and G, + , refines G,. 
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Assume that X:+ ‘, . . . . Xi”+: are numbered so that 
x;= 5 Xi”“, 
e; 
x;= (J x;+l,..., xi”= 6 if-;+‘,..., 
i= 1 i=e;+ 1 i=f!” ,-I+’ 
c. 
where O</l<e;< ... <t?i,=k,+,. Forj=l,..., k,, set 
S,Y=F($, x:) (=$, FW:)). 
From this point on denote F(Xy) by F,!. Let PJ’ = rp(S,V), the self-adjoin 
range projection of SJ?. Note that S]!‘PJ’ = Pi”, PYSJ = SI!‘, and SJ% = PJ’% 
By setting P; = 0, we have 
Define E,? = P; - PJ- I ; then (ET}?= r are pairwise orthogonal projection 
with E;+ . ..+E.?=P;, l<j<k,. This technique of orthogonalizini 
spectral idempotents in a purely algebraic fashion is due to Smyth 1151 a 
he generalized the West decomposition for Riesz operators [17] to a more 
algebraic setting. Now choose A,!’ E X,?, for each j = 1, . . . . k,, and define thl 
normal operator 
R, = 2 “/“ET. 
j=l 
We claim that {R,} is a Cauchy sequence. To prove this, we need thf 
following lemma (here the painstaking indexing of the partitions of o(T 
will be used). 1 
LEMMA 1. If m 2 n, then Ej’ = xx7 c ,q Em. 
proo$ Since X,? = U xk” = ,,,: XT, it follows that F,? = Cxr c x; FT. Thus 
Ejn=Pi”-Pi”-, 
= rp(S,Y) - rp(S,? 1) 
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But recall that A’;+ ‘, ,.., Xi:+: were numbered so that X: = 
iJ~zl:-,+l X,“” (where en, is by definition 0). Since m >, rz, this says, using 
induction, that Xl”, . . . . X,mm are numbered so that 
where O=A”,<&;< .‘. -c4ia=kk,. Hence 
= v(Xf) - v(TF-,) 
=P$-P??, 
=;.;f,+,Ey 
= .& E,“. 
i 
So the lemma is proved. i 
We can now prove the claim that {R,,} is a Cauchy sequence. If m > n 
then 
= max SUP 
1 <JCk, 
A:,“- 1 + 1 < i < G,” 
But if &;..,+ 1 <ii&; then X;cXJF and so 
IA; - 171 Q diam X,! <mesh G, < l/n. 
Thus f R, j is a Cauchy sequence and the claim is proved. 
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Since {R,} is a Cauchy sequence, it converges to a normal operator N. 
Set Q = T- N. We now prove that Q is quasinilpotent. To accomplish this, 
we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. For each n, r( T- R,) < l/n. 
ProoJ Consider the decomposition H = Fr.2 i . . . i FznX. Since 
F;X i .-. +!‘.$f=S;X=P;&f’, h’ h w  rc is invariant under R,, then R, is 
(block) upper triangular with respect to this decomposition. Thus T-R, 
is (block) upper triangular: 
* 
T-R,,= 
0 FZn(T-R,)F:nlGnI,X I. 
Consider the operator Fy( T- R,) F,?, for each j = 1, . . . . k,. We have 
F,“(T- R,,F; = F;TF,!‘- 2 $F,“E:F;. 
i= I 
Note that E,!‘Yf E Pr# = S,Y&, where F,“Sy = 0 when i < j. Thus if i < j, 
then F,?Er = 0. On the other hand, if i> j, then EyPy = 0. Since 
F,!‘Y? L PJ%, then for i > j, E,?F]!’ = 0. Thus we conclude 
F;( T- RJF; = F,“TF,” - 3Li”F;E;Fi”. 
But this reduces even further: for F,“TF; = TF,!‘, and 
F;E;F; = F,“P;F; - F;P,“- IF;, 
where PT- ,X= S,?- ,X and Fj”S,? I =O, so F,?P,“-, =O. Finally, 
F;P;F; = Fj”, so that 
F;(T-R,)F;=(T-A;)F;. 
Thus the diagonal entries in the above matrix are equal to 
(T-A;)F;(qx=(T-A;Z)lyp. 
Recall that cr(T( q;,) G xi”, so that 
cr((T-A;Z)I+&xi”-A;. 
Since 2; E X,7, then 11; - A( < l/n, for all A E xi”. Hence each of the diagonal 
entries in this (block) upper triangular form for T-R, has spectrum con- 
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tained in B,,,(O). But using Proposition 2 of Section I, this implies the 
operator T- R, itself satisfies o(T- R,) c B,,,(O). Thus r(T- R,) 6 l/n, 
which proves Lemma 2. 
We can now prove that Q = T-N is quasinilpotent. Let n be fixed for 
the moment. We use that Y( T - R,) < l/n: by the upper-semicontinuity of 
the spectrum, there is a 6 > 0 such that if SE .&I(%‘) with IJSJ\ < 6, then 
Y( T- R, + S) < 2/n. Choose m 3 y1 such that 11 R, - Nil < 6 and so 
r( T- R,, + R, - N) < 2/n. 
Consider the decomposition % = E;nX @ . . . @ E,“,X (which diagonalizes 
both R,, and R,, since m 3 n). Since the ,!$ all commute, j= 1, . . . . k,, 
r = 1, 2, . . . . then P’ reduces N, for i = 1, . . . . k,. Also PYYF = SzFXo, so Py 
is invariant under T. Thus relative to this decomposition T - N + R, - R, 
has matrix 
[ 
E;“(T- N-t R,- R,)ETI.yJ, * 
0 
. . 
0 0 Ez(T- NS R,-R,)E:7JEkm,.~ 1. 
Fix i in { 1, . . . . k,). By Proposition 3 of Section I, since 
r(T- R, + R, - N) <2/n, the spectral radii of the blocks must also satisfy 
this inequality, so that 
r(E,!“(T-N+R,-R,)E,~I~~X)<2/n. 
By Lemma 1 of Section II, there exists aj with Ey 6 E,? (i.e., the uniquej 
with X,? E X:). Hence 
Thus we have 
r(E~(T-N)E~IEyX)<2/n+IA~-A~)d3/n. 
Now regarding T - N as a (block) upper triangular matrix with respect to 
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the decomposition ET;H @ +.. 0 E,“,X, we have that the diagonal entries 
all have spectral radius less than 3/n. Thus by invoking Proposition 3, Sec- 
tion I, we have r( T- N) < 3/n. Since n is arbitrary, this says that Q = T- N 
is quasinilpotent. 
We now show that NQ- QN is quasinilpotent. Let E>O be given. 
Choose R, such that 
II(NQ - QN> - (RnQ - QRJII <E. 
Thus 
r((NQ - QW - (R,Q - QRJ) <E. 
Relative to the decomposition X = E;X 0 . .. 0 E[“X, the operator 
NQ - QN- (R, Q - QR,) is in (block) upper triangular form. Hence by 
Proposition 3 of Section I, 
But 
r(E,TWQ - QW - (R,Q - QRJlE,Y IE;m) <E. 
E;(R,Q-QR,,)Ei”=L;E;QE;-Ej’QA;E;=O. 
Hence 
r(Ej’(NQ - QN)EJ’I ElnJy) < E. 
Now regard NQ - QN as a block upper triangular matrix relative to the 
same decomposition, and apply Proposition 3 again to get r(NQ - QN) < E. 
Thus NQ - QN is quasinilpotent. 
It should be noted that if U is the C*-algebra generated by {i, Q, N} 
then for any SE U one obtains by an argument similar to the one above 
that S(NQ - QN) and (NQ - QN)S are quasinilpotent. Using this fact and 
mimicking the proof in [lo] we can now show that NQ is also quasinilpo- 
tent (in fact we will show that SQ is quasinilpotent for any SE U). We are 
indebted to R. E. Harte for the suggestion to employ this strategy. To show 
that SQ is quasinilpotent, we use the notion of the radical of U, rad U (see 
[12, p. 551 for the definition). By [12, Theorem 2.351, rad U is a 
quasinilpotent ideal (each element of rad U is quasinilpotent) and is equal 
to the sum of all quasinilpotent left (right) ideals. This implies 
rad U = (A E U 1 SA is quasinilpotent for all SE U} 
= (A E U I AS is quasinilpotent for all SE U}. 
By what we have indicated above NQ - QNE rad U and hence U/rad U is 
commutative. This implies, by [ 191, the spectral radius is submultiplicative 
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on U, and hence r(SQ) = r(QS) = 0 for all SE U. In particular, we have 
r(NQ) = r(QN) = 0. 
We now show that a(N) = o(T). Recall that o(R,) = {A;, . . . . A:,,>. By 
construction, (j-7, . . . . ;1;.} converges to a(T) in the Hausdorff metric as 
n -+ cc (see Willard [18]). Since {R,) IS a sequence of normal operators 
converging in norm to N, then o(R,) converges to o(N) in the Hausdorff 
metric, by [ 111, Hence G(T) = a(N), since the Hausdorff metric is an actual 
metric on nonempty compact sets. 
Define JV = {Pj”},Ci4k., n = 1,2, . . . . We claim JV” is a nest of projection 
having the desired properties. We have shown that each PJ’ reduces N and 
is invariant under T, and hence is invariant under Q. The construction of 
N insures that N is in the C*-algebra generated by ,$“. It remains to show 
that J+‘” is a nest which separates a(N). 
First we show Jf is a nest, which amounts to showing ,V is totally 
ordered by inclusion, since P; = 0 and Pi, = I. Assume Pr and P; are in .*Y 
with m 2 n. Recall that 
.4; 
xi”= c xy. 
i=R” ,.. , + 1 
We consider the cases: k>A; and k< 4;. If k > 4;. then U/=, X,* C_ 
(Jr=, X,7 and so 
so that P;<PF. If kc&J’ then U;=, X~GIJ;=, X:, so 
and thus PT d Pj”. Hence JV is totally ordered. 
Finally, we show that J1’ separates a(T). Let I,, p E (I(T), A # p. Choose 
n large enough so that l/n < $I,I-p[. Let Jo { 1, . . . . k,} be the smallest 
number such that p E G( T\ px) (since Pi”&? = 2, we know such a j exists). 
Suppose first there is some i in (1, . . . . j- 1 > with 1” E o(Tj c,n). Since 
p 4 a( T] qY), then we are done. 
So suppose now that for all i E (I, . . . . j - 1 >, 3, r# cr( TI q,w). We can show 
this implies that ,I$ CJ( T( ?,) as follows: assume (for contradiction) that 
;1 E a( T( p&y) = r~( TI s;x). Consider S,?Z = ST- 1 Y? i F:X”, and the corre- 
sponding’ matrix 
Since we have assumed ,I F$ a( TI s”_ ,*) and also ,I E G( TJ sfl9) then by 
Proposition 1 of Section I, we musf’ have A: E o( T( e,w). But we chose j so 
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that p~~a(Tl,;,) and p$~o(T(,;_,,), so similarly ~E~(TI~~,~). But this 
means 
and so 
- 
which is a contradiction. Thus we have p E a( TI PJI”) and I$ o(T) PJIy), so 
we conclude that J1’ separates c(T). This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let T be an element of a F-algebra U, with o(T) totally 
disconnected. Then all the conclusions of Theorem I hold for T, and further- 
more the nest Jf and the decomposition T = N + Q are all contained in U. 
Proof Viewing T as a Hilbert space operator, we know T is finitely 
spectral by Example 2 of Section II, so Theorem 1 applies. In Theorem 1, 
we have that N is in the C*-algebra generated by Jf = (P:}i,n. Since 
P,” = rp(S,y), then by [15, Theorem 6.11, Pi” is in the C*-algebra generated 
by (F(Y) ) YE A}: and in fact this is true for any finitely spectral T. But in 
the case where a(T) is totally disconnected, then each F( Y) = 1 r(T) is in 
the C*-algebra generated by T, so J+/, N, and Q are also. 1 
The following corollary to Theorem 1 is implicit in [13] and is stated 
and proved in [6, Theorem 4.41. 
COROLLARY 2. Let KG%?(%) be a compact operator. Then K= N+ Q, 
where N is compact normal with a(N) = a(K) and Q is quasinilpotent. 
Proof: As a(K)\(O) is at most a sequence of eigenvalues of finite multi- 
plicity converging to 0, the decomposition follows from Corollary 1. 1 
COROLLARY 3. Let T be an element of a C*-algebra U such that a(T) is 
a totally disconnected, perfect set (i.e., a(T) is a Cantor set). Then for any 
nonempty compact subset X of QZ, there is a normal element A4 of U with 
a(M) = X. 
Proof By the preceding Corollary 1, we have that T= N + Q, where N 
is normal in U and a(N) = a(T) is a Cantor set. Hence there is a con- 
tinuous function f mapping a(N) onto X, by [ 18, Theorem 30.73. Using 
the Continuous Functional Calculus for a normal operator, we may define 
M= f(N) in U [4, p. 2431. Using the Spectral Mapping Theorem, 
44 = a(f(N)) =f(W)) =X. I 
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Remark 1. Observe that our decomposition is in general very nonuni- 
que, just as the upper triangular form for an n x n matrix is nonunique. The 
operators N (and Q) depend on the ordering of the partitions for o(T); this 
determines the ordering of the FJ’, and hence determines the choice of P: 
and of R,. This will generally result in a different decomposition. 
Remark 2. In the case where T is a spectral operator, we obtain a new 
decomposition for T which may be compared to the decomposition of 
N. Dunford [S, XV.4.51, which characterizes spectral operators. Dunford’s 
theorem states that an operator T is a spectral operator precisely when T 
is similar to N, + QO, where N, is normal, Q0 is quasinilpotent, and No and 
Q, commute. We also note that if T= SN,S - ’ + SQ,S --’ then SNoS - ’ 
and SQoS - ’ are unique. By Theorem 1, T = N + Q, where NQ - QN is 
quasinilpotent; no similarity is needed, but we lose commutativity and 
uniqueness. 
Remark 3. The construction of the operator N in the proof on 
Theorem 1 is similar to the construction of the triangular integral of a 
Volterra operator (compact, quasinilpotent) as given by Gohberg and 
Krein in [S] and simultaneously by M. Brodskii [2]. Gohberg and Krein 
integrate an operator valued function with respect to a given nest of projec- 
tions. Our operators R, resemble the Riemann-Stieitjes sums occurring in 
the integral, but are not precisely the same; in our case, one is in effect 
integrating a different function with each R,. 
Remark 4. As was stated previous to Corollary 2, the decomposition of 
a compact operator K into the sum of a compact normal operator and a 
quasiniipotent operator is implicit in a paper by J. R. Ringrose [ 131. 
Ringrose uses the existence of an invariant subspace for a compact 
operator to show the existence of a maximal nest of subspaces, each of 
whose members is invariant under K and produces an upper triangular 
(superdiagonal) form for K. 
J. A. Erdos and W. E. Longstaff [6, Sect. 4) relate the notions of the 
triangular integral of an operator and the superdiagonal form of Ringrose, 
as they extend the former to (not necessarily quasinilpotent) compact 
operators. 
We conclude this section with a result concerning Riesz operators. For 
an account of Riesz operators on a Banach space, the reader is referred to 
[ 14-171. 
DEFINITION. Let U be a C*-algebra, let 3 be a closed two-sided ideal in 
U, and let rt : U --) U/3 be the canonical quotient map. Then T E U is called 
a Riesz element (relative to 3) of (~(rt( T)) = (0). 
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The following theorem generalizes a theorem of T. T. West [17, 
Theorem 7.51 for Riesz operators on a Hilbert space. A version of 
Theorem 2 for the case of a closed ideal 3 generated by algebraic elements 
of U was proved by M. R. F. Smyth [15]. Smyth’s result does not include 
the hypothesis a(T) is totally disconnected, but the assumption that 3 is 
generated by algebraic elements implies that a(T) is at most a sequence 
converging to zero. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a Riesz element in a F-algebra U relative to a 
closed two-sided ideal 3. If a(T) is totally disconnected, then in the decom- 
position T = N + Q of Theorem 1, we may choose N in 3 (i.e., the quasinilpo- 
tent element x(T) in U/3 @ts to a quasiniipotent element Q in U). 
ProojY Let .& be the algebra of clopen subsets of a(T) and 
F( Y) = xy( T) for YE 4, as in Example 2. By Corollary 1, T = N + Q as in 
Theorem 1 with N and Q in U. In the proof of Theorem 1, a sequence of 
partitions G, = (XT, . . . . Xin} of a(T) was chosen. We have 0 E c(T) and we 
may assume, for each G,, that 0 E Xcn. For each X,? in G,, a point 17 was 
chosen in X1!’ arbitrarily; we may choose ;1;, = 0, for all n. Thus 
R, = 2 A;Ei” = “fl $‘E;. 
j=l j=l 
It suffices to show that each R, E 3, as R, converges to N in norm and 3 
is norm closed. In particular, it suffices to show that EJY4 for 
1 < j< k, - 1, each n. To this end, observe that if 1 < j < k, - 1, then 
0 4 lJ{= i X7. Thus for ST as in the proof of Theorem 1, and rc : U + U/3, 
then S,!‘E~, 1 <j<k,- 1: 
since a(n(T))= (0) and x~:=,~:= 0 on a neighborhood of 0. Hence 
P~=S,!‘P;E~ for l<j<k,,-1. Thus Ey=PJ’-P/n-I is in 3 for 
l<j<k,-1. 1 
III. RELATED QUESTIONS 
1. As was stated in Example 4, Section II, the unilateral shift 
s= [ 
0 
1 
0 
0 
10 
0 .*. . . . I 
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is not a finitely spectral operator. Hence S does not satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1. The discussion of Example 4 also shows that conclusion (3) 
of Theorem 1 cannot hold for 5’; if P is any invariant projection for S, 
o(Sl pJy ) is the closed unit disk, so invariant projections cannot separate 
o(S). On the other hand, is it possible to write S = N + Q, where N is 
norma with a(N) = a(S) and Q quasinilpotent? 
The following decomposition for S is due to C. L. Olsen: 
S= 
-0100 ‘.. - 
1000 ... 0000 ... 
000100 0 1 o-1 0 0 
001000 +oooooo 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 o-1 
. . 0 0 1 0 
.I[  -1 0‘.’
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . 
. . . . . . w  
so S = N + Q, where N is self-adjoint with N’ = Z (hence a(N) = { - 1, 1 } ), 
and Q’ = 0. 
In a paper to appear soon, E. Bach has shown that S may be decom- 
posed into the sum S = N + Q, where N is normal, Q4 = 0, and o(N) can 
be adjusted to be any closed set contained in the unit disk in @ which inter- 
sects the unit circle. 
Interestingly, the following argument due to L. A. Coburn shows that it 
is not possible to obtain such a decomposition in the C*-algebra by S. Let 
U(S) be the C*-algebra generated by S. By [3, Theorem 11, U(S) contains 
the ideal of compact operators %. But S*S- SS* is easily seen to be in X, 
and thus U(S)/X is an abelian C*-algebra. Suppose now that S = N + Q, 
where N is normal, Q is quasinilpotent, and N, Q E U(S). Since U(S)/X is 
abelian, Q is compact. Now we have a contradiction as S is a Fredholm 
operator of index - 1 and N + Q is a Fredholm operator of index 0. 
2. Another question is the following: let U be a C*-algebra and 3 an 
arbitrary closed, two-sided ideal in U, with 7t: U + U/3 the canonical 
quotient map. Can quasinilpotent elements of U/3 be lifted to quasinilpo- 
tent elements in I(? More specifically, given TE U with n(T) quasinilpotent, 
is there K E: 3 with T + K quasinilpotent? Theorem 2 answers this question 
afftrmatively in the case a(T) is totally disconnected. The question is open, 
in general, for von Neumann algebras, even for the case of the II, factor 
U with ideal 5 of relatively compact elements. Note that an aflirmative 
answer in general would follow if one could lift the spectral radius for 
arbitrary elements of U/3. That is, for any TE U, is there a KE 3 with 
r(T+ K)=r(n(T))? This has been shown to be possible for any T with 
r(n( T)) > 0 by C. A. Akemann and G. K. Pederson [ 1, Theorem 3.83. 
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